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PORCELA'BOBO SLIM TILE 
 

PORCELA'BOBO is the development, complete production equipment manufacturing, 
product design, production, marketing and brand management as one of the 
professional building ceramics thin industrialization combinations. PORCELA'BOBO 
promote scientific use of resources, protect the global environment. There mission is 
dedicated to all the human science and technology research and development 
production of energy efficient building materials for environmentally friendly living 
environment and contribute to environmental protection. With innovation, science and 
technology, through the design and production of equipment design and manufacturing, 
research and development of new technology, research and development of new low-
cost production of the facilitation of the installation of the system to create a full range of 
energy-saving environmental protection, new building materials. Our goal is not only 
environmentally friendly with this thin thickness instead of the traditional ceramic tiles, 
we are committed to creating a new green building skin, can be widely use in the 
construction of exterior walls, interior walls, floors and furniture at new material. By 
matching the output service mode boot the ceramic industry for the green revolution, so 
want to get into the ceramic thin enterprise has a lower threshold, safer, more technical 
point, PORCELA'BOBO reducing thin ceramic package of services will enable thin 
output faster, more safely ceramic industry industrial upgrading. 

Collection : 
 

Tosca series : Green organic material, natural, beautiful soft texture, light but with 

ductility, strong seismic capability and easy to cut. Beautiful and grave, elegant, various 
choice and absolutely no similar one, is the ideal material for luxurious building 
decoration. Rich color and design diversity, wide range technology, great adornment 
effect. Non-toxic, no pollution, safe and convenient for construction. 
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Available size : 
 
(60*120) 
 
 

 
 
 

 4.8mm with polish and matt finished. 
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Paris Series : best describes the city of Paris, the largest city on the European 
continent, and the epicenter of culture, sophistication, and style. Those same qualities 
are embodied in The Paris Series from BOBO. With its wide palate of six distinctly rich 
and elegant hues of colors, and full complement of eight possible design patterns, The 
Paris Series offers a wide variety of differing emotions and overtones that could be 
applied in a number of different areas. Whether used in an exterior or interior 
application, this product makes a statement and instills an emotion upon first glance. 
 

 
 
Available size : 
 
(60*120) 
 

 
 
 


